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Then said a teacher, speak to us of teaching*
And he said:
No man can reveal to you aught but that which
already lies half asleep in the dawning of
your knowledge*
The teacher who walks in the shadow of the temple,
among his followers, gives not of his wisdom
but rather of his faith and his lovingness*
If he is indeed wise he does not bid you enter
the house of his wisdom, but rather leads you
to the threshold of your own mind • • *1
1 Kahlil Gibran, "The Prophet” Alfred A. Knopf, New
York, 1923, p* 64*
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE
Before any teaching program can be embarked upon,
it must be well organized. It is not sufficient to in-
vite the Student to this wealth of clinical material
and let him browse around at will. A well-organized
and well-thought-out program of teaching is essential
if Students are to be properly trained and the clinical
material utilized to its best advantage. 2
It will be the purpose of this study to evaluate carefully
and fully the entire Student Training Program ih Social Work
at the Veterans Administration Hospital, Bedford, Massachusetts
from its beginning to the present time in order to modify, ex-
pand, and adjust it, so that a well organized program may
evolve, which will offer those Students who participate a rich
and varied learning experience.
The setting itself, a Federal mental hospital, will be
presented. The inauguration of the program at Bedford and
the forces which led to its development will be shown. The
changes brought about by the changing and expanding program in
the entire Veterans Administration will be set forth, all with
the view toward producing a sound teaching program.
SOURCE AND SCOPE OF DATA
The main sources of data are the correspondence on file in
the Social Service Department, Veterans Administration Hospital,
2. William A. Bryan, "State Hospitals as Training Cen-
ters", Mental_Hy£iene, Vol. XIX, No. 3, July, 1935, p.411.
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Bedford, Massachusetts, between the hospital, the Schools of
Social Work participating in this program. Central Office,
Veterans Administration, Washington, D. C., and Branch Office
Number One, Boston, Massachusetts. Included are the writer 1 s
plan of the program at Its beginning, the field reports and
evaluations of the students, conference material of the super-
visors, conferences between the writer and the schools of
Social Work. All Veterans Administration material - Regula-
tions and Procedures, addresses by various Veterans Administra-
tion personnel on Social Service - are utilized.
Though the Student Training Program at Bedford did not
formally begin until February 1945, It was as early as Decem-
ber 1943 that Central Office ’’planted its first seed” for the
inauguration of such a program. How the teaching program ac-
tually started, and the status it now has in the Veterans Ad-
ministration will be shown.
This study will cover the period from February 1945, to
July 30, 1947, when all of the 1946-47 Field Placements will
have been completed, and will include the participation of the
sixteen students from the three Schools of Social Work in
Boston, Massachusetts#
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CHAPTER II
THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
The Veterans' Administration is the agency primarily
responsible for, or concerned with, the administration
of laws providing direct benefits for veterans and their
dependents, although other agencies, Federal and State,
grant certain rights, benefits and privileges to veterans,
their dependents and organizations. The benefits adminis-
tered by the Veterans' Administration include monetary
benefits such as pensions, compensation, retirement pay,
insurance, readjustment allowances; medical treatment,
hospital and domiciliary care; burial and funeral expenses;
vocational rehabilitation; education and training; guaranty
of loans for purchase or construction of homes, farms and
business property and other related benefits. 3
THE PRESENT VETERANS ADMINISTRATION SOCIAL SERVICE PROGRAM
Mr. Stipe, Chief, Social Service Division, Central Office,
Veterans Administration Washington, D. C., explains this as
follows
:
The fundamental purpose is to enable disabled veterans
to use to maximum advantage, for becoming fully rehabi-
litated, the army of VA benefits to which they have a
right as well as the services available to them in their
communities through other agencies. The focus is upon
those disabled veterans who are handicapped in doing soby personal problems, tangible and intangible. Such prob-lems may be in the realm of viewpoints, attitudes, orfeelings regarding their illness or injury or its treat-
ment; in their relationships with others; or in the physi-
®a^-» cultural, occupational or economic setting within
which they are trying to reestablish ...
Social Service is established within the Department ofMedicine and Surgery, which administers medical and hospi-
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ce in Washington; the 13 Branch Offices;tne 102 Hospitals (an additional 74 have been authorized,load being expected in about 1975); the 59 Region-
P,^f£i^S, . inCiUdfng Alaska » Philippines, Hawaii, andPuerto Rico, and at many of the 150 subregional offices.
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It is also represented in the approximately 21 Centers,
which are some combination of hospitals, homes, and region-
al offices. ...
Central Office. The Social Service Division is re-
sponsible through the Assistant Medical Director, Dr. J.C.
Harding, on through the Chief Medical Director, Dr. Paul H.
Hawley, to the Administrator of Veterans Affairs, General
Omar N. Bradley. Central Office establishes the major
policies governing the administration of the social work
program and its inter-Branch and inter-station coordina-
tion; and determines appropriate functions and the general
content of the program in coordination with other divisions
within the Department of Medicine and Surgery, such as the
Neuro-psychiatric, the General Medical, the Surgical, and
the Tuberculosis Divisions, and Medical Rehabilitation
Service#
There is collaboration with other Central Office units
relative to the social aspects of the administration of
the various other benefits; monetary--compensation, pen-
sion, and insurance; vocational rehabilitation and educa-
tion services; and guardian-ship service, which among other
activities, is concerned with the protection of the estates
of incompetent veterans and minor wards of the VA #
Overall policies are developed in Central Office for
advancing the development of the skill of th* fi«i^
stations with their student
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training programs . Plans are worked out with State Agen-
ci^sfauch al the State Health Department, the State Com-
mission for Cental Hygiene, the State Public Welfare e
partment, for establishing maximum integration of services
in behalf of veterans and their families.
* « * The central purpose in both hospitals and region-
al offices is to enable veterans to use to constructive ad-
vantage the medical and hospital care and monetary, voca-
tional training, and other benefits available to them from
the VA, as well as the other resources in their home com-
munities and States, for helping overcome handicaps and re
establishing and developing a way of life, that will af-
ford maximum satisfaction to the veteran himself and make
maximum contribution to the welfare of those with whom he
is in touch • • .5
The type of needs brought to the attention of Social
Service by the hospitalized patients themselves or by the
physicians, nurses, the occupational and physical thera-
pists, those in charge of workshops and classrooms, the
vocational rehabilitation authorities, the recreation
worker, the chaplain, the contact representative, the fami-
lies themselves and community social agencies, vary some-
what among the three types of hospitals. In the Neuro-
psychiatric hospital, for example, the focus is at first
on helping the patient and family to understand the hospi-
tal routine, voluntary and involuntary commitments, the
circumstances under which there are gained freedom of the
grounds, trial visits at home, or discharge.
The family often needs help in understanding the im-
portance of encouraging the patient to remain for comple-
tion of treatment. Their attitudes may be affected by
their emotional tie-up to the patient; their uncertainty
as to whether they have done the right thing in having
him committed; or their fear of the patient’s future at-
titude toward them. They may have sad misconceptions of
the nature of mental and nervous illness, or a sense of
utter incapacity ever to try to relate themselves to the
4 Jack H. Stipe, "The Veterans Administration Social
Service Program”, Public Welfare, Vol.5, No. 3, Marchl947, pp.2-
5.) Reproduced with the permission of the American Public Wel-
fare Assn., which published the article in condensed form in
their journal).
5 Ibid, p.6.
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6patient again in the home. Agencies sometimes feel al-
most the same way following a difficult experience with a
psychopathic patient* Throughout the patient 1 s hospitali-
zation, there is opportunity—in close cooperation with
the physician--to work out with the patient and with
the family some way of handling the many problems in re-
lationships; in the significance of the illness to the
family, as perhaps, in the case of a patient with paresis;
in the emotional pressures upon the patient at home and at
work; and in the complicated home or occupational setting
which is affecting the patient's health.
... It is the general practice of hospitals to plan
trial visits and hospital discharges carefully. Helping
the patient and his family look forward to the discharge
from the psychiatric hospital is a continuous process from
the time of admission. The aim is to try to have the pa-
tient return at the earliest possible time to as favorable
as possible a home situation, psychological and physical*
The collaboration of public and private agencies is sought
in connection with the advance study of the current home
situations; assistance to the family in modifying atti-
tudes toward the patient, e.g., the alcoholicp search for
opportunities for suitable employment, e.g., for an epi-
leptic, planning for activities which the patient is able
to undertake either as regular employment or divers ion.
•
SOCIAL SERVICE AT THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS
The Veterans Administration Hospital at Bedford was opened
in 1928 as an 1100 bed neuropsychiatric hospital for veterans*
From the beginning there was a social worker assigned to the
hospital. In May 1944 the department was increased by one
social worker. Since then the department has expanded so that
there are at the present time a Chief Social Worker, three
Case Supervisors, six Social Workers, a clerical staff of five,
and provisions for the assignment of seven second-year students
from the three Boston Schools of Social Work - Boston University
Boston College and Simmons*
6 Ibid* p .8
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7CHAPTER III
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE TEACHING PROGRAM AT THE VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL, BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS
INFLUENCING FORCES
In December 1943, a letter was received from the Medical
Director, Veterans Administration Central Office, Washington,
D. C., addressed to the Manager, suggesting w that the Social
Worker investigate the possibility of securing a course in
case work supervision the next semester • • • inasmuch as the
need in the Veterans Administration for persons qualified for
giving case work supervision, both of students and employees,
is increasing • • • It is hoped to build up a more adequate
provision for this."
With the approval of Central Office and with the recom-
mendation and encouragement of the Manager, a course in "Super-
vision in Case Work" was taken at Boston University, School of
Social Work, by the Social Worker who is the writer. It was
begun in January 1944 and continued to May 1944, under the
leadership of Leah Feder, Assistant Professor at the School.
This course proved most valuable in developing the teaching
program of staff and students at Bedford and gave impetus to
the inauguration of the Training of Students.
During the Fall of 1945, the Faculty at Boston University
School of Social Work explored with the writer the possibility
of utilizing Bedford as a second-year field placement. The
Manager, realizing its positive meaning to the Veterans
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Administration and being aware of the growing need for trained
Social Work personnel to work with the increasing number of
World War II veterans who were filling our hospital, wrote to
Central Office, Washington, D. C., pointing out the great op-
portunities afforded by the adoption of a Training Program to
the Veterans Administration. Since this had shortly before
been brought to the attention of the Administrator who realized
the soundness of such a program, he gave his approval to the
utilization of the Veterans Administration Hospital, Bedford,
Mass., as a training center for students in Social Work, and
authorized the appointment of two students as soon as the
mechanics for their acceptability could be accomplished and a
tentative program acceptable to the Veterans Administration
and to the school could be drawn up*
There followed, then, much correspondence and much confer-
ring with the school to work out the mechanics of the program,
following the schedule of the school, and conforming to the
Veterans Administration’s Regulations and Hospital routine*
Finally, arrangements were completed for the acceptance of
two students on February 3, 1945, with the Medical Staff, the
non-medical staff, and also the patients being prepared for
their coming*
TENTATIVE PROGRAM
The following program was submitted by the writer in
December 1944 to the School of Social Work and to the Veterans
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9Administration Central Office, and was approved:
PLANNING FOR FIELD WORK PLACEMENTS
AT THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION , BEDFORD , MASSACHUSETTS
Our hospital at Bedford is a 1700 bed mental hospital for
male patients of all wars, peace time veterans, and World
War II veterans who make up the greater part of our admis-
sions* They range in age from 17 to over 90 and their
homes are within a radius of fifty miles from Bedford, a
few coming from Rhode Island, Connecticut and New Hamp-
shire* They include colored, a few Chinese, but mostly
white veterans* They are Catholics, Protestants, Jewish
and a few Atheists. The background of more than half is
European.
The Social Service Department is under the direction and
supervision of the Clinical Director. Let me quote in
part from the job analysis of the duties of the Social
Worker as it is given in our official regulations—
MIn neuropsycho tic hospitals the Social Worker will
arrange to interview the persons accompanying newly
admitted or readmitted patients or their visitors,
since the social setting or the interval behavior
in every such case requires medical consideration
... The Social Worker will work closely with
physicians to prepare favorable attitudes on the part
of the home, community and social agencies towards
patients who are potentially able to have Trial Visit
or discharge ... She will see that appropriate
help is rendered such patients for reaching^ their
maximum occupational adjustment or establishing the
most favorable daily routine of activity„of which
they are capable* Her aim will be to enable psy-
chiatric patients to maintain the improvement reached
through hospital treatment and to prevent the necessityfor early rehospitalization * * . At admission anddischarge Staff Clinical meetings and in contacts withpatients and their relatives she will note probable
points where social data and social measures are perti-
nent to the diagnosis and treatment, and cooperate withthe physician as to the desirable action on her part in
t is connection * . . She will establish relationshios
with public and private social agencies which will in-
sure their cooperation in the work of promoting the com-
munity adjustment of veterans”.
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Field work placements at this hospital were made possible
because of the deep interest of the Manager in the growth
and development of Social Work and with the approval of
the Administrator* Because this is a new venture con-
siderable planning was done to make this project meaning-
ful not only to the Medical Staff but to all the employees
in our hospital, for the cooperation of those other than
the Medical Staff is equally important in the development
of a successful undertaking* The patients, too, have been
prepared for the arrival of the two students, since you
know that our hospital is like any small community, every
new face being an "event” in the lives of our patients*
In the January 1945 issue of our patient publication, "The
Oval Mirror" there will appear a short article telling of
this new program and giving some data about the students*
In planning for their coming, consideration has been given
to the background of the students -- cultural and educa-
tional, to their work experience, and to the Social Work
"tools" they will bring to this setting, as well as to
their particular need to develop skill in practice, to ac-
quire sound judgment in situations, to develop diagnostic
skill, to gain an understanding of the patient 1 s behavior,
and to learn methods of helping patients through an under-
standing of themselves and an acceptance of the patient as
he is, etc., etc. Through supervision the students will be
helped to "learn" and to "develop" into professional people
who will from this experience gain the satisfactions they
need and the security they want*
In their orientation to the new setting the Supervisor
will be well aware of the feelings of new people in a new
situation, and the meaning this has for them, especially
since these students come from an institutional setting
which they know well* They will have the opportunity ofgetting to know the hospital and the part that each de-partment has in the entire set-up* They will visit the
various Occupational Therapy shops and details and see
ThL
r
^?at^nai activities provided for the patients*
^
®7 wil ^. attend two Ci3.n 3.ca ;L Staff meetings of two hoursach, weekly, and will have the chance to observe the vari-ous types of mental and nervous cases, and listen to the
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is situftion* They will visit the various clin-ics and observe shock therapy treatment. Every lecture of
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student, and will always be accessible for help of any
kind. She will also arrange for consultation with the
psychiatrist in individual cases. Group conferences in
the department will be held. Professional reading in this
and related fields will be accessible to them.
The work of the students will be planned so they will ex-
perience the whole range of activities of this set-up and,
yet, the supervisor will be aware of the need to avoid
pressure of too many assignments. They will be allowed the
freedom to move, totiiink, and to act for themselves. They
will be assisted in making constructive use of the super-
visor^ evaluations. What they expect from supervision and
how much responsibility they will assume to obtain this,
will be considered*
Through the case material they will be given an under-
standing of the functions and limits of this agency. Their
first assignment will be with patients on Trial Visit* A
thorough knowledge of this case, an appreciation of the
diagnosis and plan of treatment, and the limits of the par-
ticular patient will be gained before the patient is visi-
ted, after which the material obtained will be evaluated
and recorded to meet the needs of this organization. How
this is presented at Staff will be discussed. It is in the
area of recording that the Students will probably require
much help, as the social data in this agency is used not
only by medical people but by lay people in the adjudica-
tion of claims, in guardianship matters, for insurance pur-
poses. Trial Visit cases will be chosen to show the pos-
sibility and limitation of treatment as it relates to the
individual patient's condition.
Their first "Intake" on a newly admitted World War II case
will be an exciting experience, for then they will be "on
their own" and will have a grand opportunity of "trying
out" agency policy as well as all of their skills and
techniques to meet the needs of the parents of the patient
who last saw their son when he was well and that was two
or three years ago. The students will have at their com-
mand all available information and will be abl9 to discuss
the case with the admitting psychiatrist before the rela-
tives are interviewed. What meaning has this patient forhis family? What does the mental hospital mean to them?
How to help them accept the situation and how to relieve
them of feelings of guilt will be discussed with the super-
visor before the interview* Evaluating the material and
recording it will be part of the learning process*
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All new admissions will be seen by the students who will
from this procedure learn how to establish an "easy" re-
lationship with sick people, before they can be helped*
Contact with our Regional Office in Boston where the claims
files of patients in this region are located, will be ar-
ranged, so that the students will get the "feeling” of the
part the Veterans Administration plays in the lives of
veterans* They will carry a few intensive treatment cases
and intake interviews and give personal services in other
cases*
I hope from this varied and broad experience that the stu-
dents will achieve professional growth through their deve-
lopment of skill in practice; gain an understanding and
appreciation of mental illness, its causes and effects;
and acquire a knowledge of the Veterans A<3niinis tration set-
ting* I hope that the School will help us make this a
thrilling and challenging experience for those students
interested in Psychiatric Social Work. That this program
will have real meaning for the Veterans Administration, I
am confident* • •
CHANGING PROGRAM
As the hospital population increased, as the focus in the
hospital stressed treatment, so did the focus in the Social
Service Department change, giving the patients more complete
service which started at the point of admission and continued
through to discharge from the hospital*
With the enlarged staff in Social Service, since the Pall
of 1946, every admission is assigned to a Social Worker who
is his Social Worker and will be (within staff limits) until he
is ready to leave the hospital on Trial Visit. If he is to be
within travel distance covered by the hospital, the same Social
Worker will continue with him. Otherwise, he will be prepared
for referral to another Veterans Administration Social Worker
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from the nearest Regional Office, or to a community agency,
whichever is most practicable.
The Student Training Program changed to allow for the more
complete coverage given the patients, so that now the case load
of the students is about equally divided between Trial Visit
cases, and admissions, hospital service cases, and pre-trial
and pre-discharge planning cases. Opportunity for their parti-
cipation in the "team play" with the Medical Staff and with
the other resources in the hospital is planned for*
On September 26, 1946, the Veterans Administration, Washing-
ton, D. C., issued Circular No. 235, which under Section VII
establishes an overall policy for the training of first and
second-year students in collaboration with Schools of Social
Work.
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CHAPTER IV
PURPOSE OF STUDENT TRAINING PROGRAM
The Schools of Social Work utilize Bedford as a field
placement for their second-year students who are specializing
in psychiatric social work* From this experience, as the
writer sees it, the schools expect that the students will have
the opportunity to attain professional growth through the in-
tegration of the theory acquired in the classroom with the
field experience, forming from these two experiences a total
educational process*
All of the schools expect that their students within the
limits of the capacity of each, will show progress in the ap-
plication and use of skills and techniques in the practice of
case work; that they will add to their body of knowledge in
the field of Psychiatry and Psychiatric Social Work; that they
will gain a further understanding of human behavior; that they
will learn how to make use of agency function; that they will
develop further skill in recording and letter writing; that
they will learn how to make use of community resources; that
they will develop an ability to work in a team relationship;
that they will gain an ability to understand ’’self”; that they
will develop a broader view of the entire Field of Social Work;
that they will develop an ability to use supervision*
The students came to the agency with the desire to ful-
fill their school requirements in the field of Psychiatric
'
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Social Work. They are eager to become professional workers
and realize the need for the knowledge acquired through school
work, and the need to practice under supervision so that their
tools are well integrated. Virginia Robinson adds a third
tool "the controlled use of the capacity to relate oneself and
one’s service to people in need”. She goes on to say:
A student may bring to the school an interest in help-
ing other people and a will to learn how to relate himself
to their problems but his capacity to help is a very limit-
ed and bungling tool until he has undergone severe disci-
pline, accepted change and achieved reorganization in him-
self to the end that his thinking and action may become
truly responsible.^
Each student brings with him a life experience of varied
cultural and educational backgrounds, fears, conflicts, pre-
judices, all of which the setting suddenly brings to the fore-
ground. Out of this complicated maze, each student wants to
achieve his goal - that of becoming a professional worker.
The hospital staff itself was interested in the training
of students and was eager to cooperate in their teaching.
Management realized that for the good of the service to the
patients and for the good of the students themselves, they
could not be exploited, or given too much responsibility. The
Student Training Program was the first formal teaching program
established at Bedford. It became a stimulating experience
for all who participated - the Staff, medical and non-medical,
as well as the students.
The
7 Virginia P. Robinson
University of No. Carolina
, "supervision in Social Case Work
Press, Chapel Hill, 1936, p. 27.
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CHAPTER V
CONTENT OP FIELD PLACEMENT
From Tables I to VI which follow below, it is readily seen
that the sixteen students, whose training formed the basis for
this study, came from different backgrounds of experience,
varying from no experience in either social work or another
profession to experience in either one or the other group.
Every effort was made to relate what the students brought to
the agency with their present field placement.
TABLE I
BACKGROUND OF 16 STUDENTS ACCORDING TO 3 GROUPS 8
GROUP NUMBER
1 . Students with previous Social Work
experience
5
2. Students with other Professional
experience
6
3. Students recently graduated from
college with no previous profes-
sional experience
__5
TOTAL 16
Thirty-one per cent of the entire student group had some pre-
vious Social Work experience; thirty-eight per cent had some
other professional experience; and thirty-one per cent were
new to the Social Work profession, being recent college gradu-
ates :
8 SOURCE: Background material furnished by the Schools
of Social Work and the Students themselves.
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TABLE II
SEX OF STUDENTS
SEX NUMBER
Female 10
Male
_6
Total 16
It may be noteworthy to point out that the six male students
were World War II veterans* There were no women veteran stu
dents
•
TABLE III
BACKGROUND OF 6 WORLD WAR II VETERAN STUDENTS
GROUP NUMBER
1 1
2 3
3
_2
Total 6
It is significant that 3 or fifty per cent of the students
with the professional experience are World War II veterans,
but is too small a number upon which to speculate.
0-i rxjfi *.
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TABLE IV
MARITAL STATUS OF STUDENTS
STATUS NUMBER
Single 12
Married 3
Divorced JL
Total 16
TABLE V
MARITAL STATUS OF THE 6 WORLD WAR II VETERAN STUDENTS
STATUS NUMBER
Single 4
Married 2
Divorced
_0
Total 6
TABLE VI
AGE IN YEARS OF GROUPS 1, 2, 3, AND THE VETERAN STUDENTS
Age GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3 VETERAN STUDENTS
21-30 2 1 5 2
31-40 2 5 0 4
41-50 JL
_0 _0 _0
TOTALS 5 6 5 6
a»<- ,2 ,1
3
'
:
o. •
Eight or 50 per cent of the 16 students are in the 21-30 age
group, 2 of these being veterans; seven or 44 per cent are in
31-40 age group, 4 of whom are veterans; one of 6 per cent is
in the 41-50 age group and is not a veteran*
HOSPITAL SETTING
The Bedford Hospital is like a small town with a patient
population of over 1850 and an employee group of over 1000*
Every new face Is an ‘'event” in the lives of the patients--
and has meaning for the employees too*
Patients are veterans of all wars including peace-time
veterans and World War II veterans, whose ages range from
eighteen to over eighty, from all walks of life, and from all
cultural patterns, the World War II group making up more than
half of the new admissions* As of June 30, 1947, the hospital
population included five hundred and fifty-five World War II
patients of whom nineteen veterans were female, and the others
were male; 1258 were veterans of World War I and other cate-
gories of whom fifteen were female and the others were male.*
Much of the activity of the hospital is concerned with the
World War II group, though a great effort is being made to help
those World War I veterans find a place for themselves in the
community whom the Medical Staff consider able to leave the
hospital. The homes of most of the patients are within a
*S0URCE: Veterans Administration Hospital, Bedford,Mass
Statistics*
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radius of fifty miles from the hospital, yet some do come from
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Connecticut, as well as other
States. About sixty-six per cent are Catholic, about four per
cent are Jewish, a few are without religious preference, and
the remaining 30 per cent are Protestant. The parents of more
than half are from Europe. Many of the patients are recent ad-
missions whose illness is of short duration; while others have
been hospitalized since the last war*
Besides the patients there are in this setting the employ-
ees who make possible the care and treatment for the patients*
The Manager is at the head of the hospital. Responsible to him
are the Clinical Director who is in charge of all medical ser-
vices and personnel, and the Executive Officer who is in charge
of all non-medical personnel. There is a large staff of psy-
chiatrists, doctors, residences. Military Medical Officers,
consultants, attendings, dentists, technicians, nurses and
attendants, dietitians, librarians, ih addition to the non-
medical employees who are responsible for the maintenance of
the hospital and grounds, supplies, finances and personnel*
There is available an extensive Medical Rehabilitation Service,
a Vocational Advisor, Chaplains' Services, Recreational and
Library Facilities for the patients, a Medical Library, Canteen,
an American Red Cross Field Director, Corps of Grey Ladies and
Orchid Ladies, etc., etc. The hospital has available every
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known modern therapy for the care and treatment of mental pa-
tients •
Bedford is an approved teaching center in the Veterans
Administration for Resident Physicians and Military Medical
Officers in which program Social Service takes an active part
as it does in the training program for Cadet Nurses and for
Attendants* Extensive in-training activities are carried on
in the various departments*
The hospital covers over seventy buildings and includes
farms, flower gardens, greenhouses, and a fire department*
Quonset huts are located all over the grounds* Some are used
to house personnel, others are used for recreation and the
canteen, and still others for offices of various kinds, the
Social Service Department being one of the departments instal-
led in a Quonset Hut*
The physicial setting is complex and offers a direct chal-
lenge to all the students who come here* But getting to know
the employees with whom each will have to work closely in order
to be helpful to the patient is an overwhelming experience and
one in which the supervisor can help make "easy” by her under-
standing of what the tremeddous impact of such a large hospi-
tal can do to a person new to the setting* Getting to know the
hospital environment of his patient will give the student the
opportunity to see how his role as Social Worker relates to the
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work of the other employees. When the student "learns” the
hospital setting, which is a slowly developing process and in-
tegrates this new learning with changes within himself, then
does he have the freedom to use it with his patients so that
they can use it constructively.
Understanding the rules and regulations governing the
agency becomes a must and helps the student gain security as a
Social Worker.
If the Student is thoroughly grounded during (the
period of orientation) her later development follows
easy and naturally as her horizons, her areas of think-
ing expand. Her value to the institution lies not only
in the more efficient work which she is enabled to do,
but also in her constant curiosity .9
The method used in orienting students to the hospital set-
ting varies, depending upon the date of arrival of the students
their backgrounds, and their needs. An effort is made to have
the students get an overall picture of the hospital during
their first few days, meeting as many people as is possible,
knowing full well that the names and positions of the people
will not be remembered, but out of this the students will form
impressions and feelings about the setting from which, it is
hoped, they will gain a semblance of security as they relate it
to past experiences. Clinics, special therapies will be shown
in relation to specific cases.
9 Barbara Estes "The Mental Hospital as a Teaching Cen-
ter". Proceedings of the National Conference of Social Work,
1939
, p. 409 .
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The students* room in the Quonset Hut occupied by Social
Service will provide the materials necessary for the students*
They will have desk space, designated as their own, with ample
drawer space, etc. Because of the varied program of the three
schools, on no one day will more than four students occupy the
large room. Private offices will be available for interviews
with patients and relatives.
USE OF PSYCHIATRIC INFORMATION
All students have come to us having completed their first
year school work which includes some courses in psychiatric
information, basic personality problems, etc. For the most
part they have some conception of the different psychoses
which they learned in their psychology and psychiatry courses
wherein a few patients had been presented. They come with a
leaning toward the particular school of thought which their
own school fosters - Freudian, Rankin, etc., etc. At the hos-
pital they discover at Staff Meetings how varied are the theo-
ries and methods of treatment of the different members of the
Staff. The students are bewildered. Gradually do they begin
to see further that psychiatry is a growing profession and is
dynamic, that each case must be studied with an open mind, eval-
uating carefully not only the heredity, the environment, the
physical condition of her patients, but also the meaning of the
illness to their particular patient and to his relatives.
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Through the careful selection of material, the students are
assigned cases that will give each of them the additional psy-
chiatric factual knowledge they need, as well as afford them
the opportunity of supplementing this knowledge through person-
al consultation with the psychiatrists, doctors, nurses, and
non-medical personnel in case discussions, giving consideration
to the student’s own particular needs#
One student said he had never worked with people of a dif-
ferent cultural background from his own and realized the need
to widen his "base of knowledge** • Another student stated that
he did not know much about alcoholics and wanted to know more*
Still other students who had had Social Work experience ex-
pressed the desire to work intensively with patients on Trial
Visit, in order to become more sensitive to the patient's
needs, to perfect their skills and to integrate the new learn-
ing with the old. Their desires, their readiness to accept
assignments are all given consideration in the assignment of
cases which is done in order to give the students information
about mental patients that comes not only from books qnd lec-
tures but from the actual experience of working with sick pa-
tients •
Throughout the placement, new and old literature is made
available as are lectures that will add to the body of know-
ledge already acquired by the student, stressing at all times
that there is no end to the knowledge that is necessary for
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Social Workers to be helpful to patients. Arousing their curi-
osity so that reading, observing and thinking become a chal-
lenge to the students is one of the aims of the program.
How students begin to use this body of knowledge depends
upon the meaning mental illness has for them and the emotional
responses their patients’ problems arouse within them. Meeting
the student where he is in his own development emotionally,
and moving on from there is the task of the sensitive supervi-
sor who helps him to recognize, accept and work with various
mental illnesses. The students’ reactions to these illnesses
are clues to what the patients’ illnesses are stirring up with-
in them.
When a student brings up the discussion of a recent diag-
nostic staff case in which the predominating symptom is the
patient’s masturbation and then becomes embarrassed in the
conference, yet wants to carry the discussion further, the
awareness on the part of the supervisor of how the student is
working through his problem and her “feeling with him”, in
helping him, are most essential. A student sought his super-
visor immediately after a treatment staff conference at which
were presented several suicidal patients. The student said
"They did not look suicidal, but they seemed very ill. I do
not believe I can work with them, ever". He went on to say
that never would he be able to assume responsibility for a
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patient who has been suicidal. The student seemed charged with
emotion* He was obviously deeply disturbed and threatened by
the suicidals and rejecting of them. His supervisor allowed
him to ventilate his feelings, but realized the deeper meaning
this subject had for the student who did not return to the
placement for a week on account of illness, then sent in his
resignation upon the advice of his physician*
This brings up a problem which confronts supervisors in
psychiatric settings at one time or another. A student after
two weeks on her placement, became upset and required hospi-
talization for "hysteria 1* • It was then learned from the school
that a relative had long been hospitalized at Bedford and that
a younger brother had been killed overseas in World War II.
With this information, the supervisor began re-evaluating
conferences with the student, insignificant clues then taking
on meaning. After consultation with the school this student
was given her choice in either continuing or requesting another
placement. She chose to remain, learning from this experience
and growing, but at a terrific expense to the whole personality
What is the responsibility of the school in making available
to the field supervisor, information in the emotional area
about the student or his family? What is the student f s re-
sponsibility? What are the responsibilities of the school and
the agency should the student request that information not be
made available to the field supervisor? It can be said that a
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supervisor of the school or field, skillful, understanding,
and experienced can sense without being told in so many words
what is operating within the student by their sensitivity to
all that the student brings to them. Yet, would it not be
more helpful if each supervisor shared with the other such in-
formation? Such cooperative interplay between the school and
field supervisors makes it easier for the student to develop
professionally.
A glimmer of awareness on the part of the students that
there are varied problems in working with the mentally ill, a
curiosity on their part about this that will broaden their
knowledge, and an understanding of what is being reactivated
within themselves are what is hoped for in this training pro-
gram.
WORK WITH MENTALLY ILL PATIENTS
Students who enter into the field of psychiatric social
work just do not "happen in". They are motivated by a desire
to help the ill, by an identification with the medical profes-
sion, or by any of several reasons. Before they can become
the helping person to their patients, they will have to become
aware of their own anxieties in understanding the meaning of
the illness to the patient himself, and they will have to un-
derstand how he is using the illness. Intellectually they will
know that people do become dependent when illness strikes, that
there is emotional regression, that for each patient the degree
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of dependence varies and manifests itself in varied
ways and
so it is with regression. They must see the ill patient
as a
whole person in his social structure. Their reactions to
the
ill patient can be frightening and can be worked through
during
the placement. They may over-identify with the patient or with
the relative whichever the case may be. Ruth Gartland pubs it
this way:
Mental illness creates social difficulties for the pa-
tient, and for those near to him, and social difficulties
often create or at least enhance emotional difficulties.
This means that the social worker must give attention to
the social aspects of a patient’s life if treatment is
to be useful. It was tacitly recognized by the military
in our recent war that a patient’s recovery is not wholly
dependent upon medical and nursing care. One of the basic
generalizations of modern psychiatry is that people who
are suffering from mental illness are not a distinct group.
Instead, it is widely accepted that most mental disorders
represent a way in which the biological organism adjusts
itself to the demands of social life, and that psychotic
individuals are only displaying in extreme form the be-
havior that, in lesser degree, characterizes many people
who find difficulty in accommodating themselves to other
people, and in living and working with them because both
of inner tension and of outer pressures ... The deve-
lopment of psychiatric theory in the direction of giving
more attention to the dynamics of human behavior, in-
fluenced both psychiatry and social work ... While it
(social work) was still concerned about the social prob-
lems related to the illness, its emphasis shifted ffom
gathering facts about these problems for study only, and
from planning and doing for their patient and his rela-
tives, to a dynamic helping process based upon a belief
that even psychotic individuals especially those ready to
leave the hospital, can best be helped by working with
them rather than for them. 10
10 Ruth Gartland, "The Psychiatric Social Worker in a
Mental Hospital”, Mental Hygiene. Vol. XXXI, April, 1947,
No. 2, pp. 287-288.
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Students at Bedford will be introduced to their caseload
first through cases on trial visit from the hospital, inasmuch
as the Social Service Department in the hospital has focussed
its work in this particular area* They will be given four
trial visit cases their first day, though it is expected that
they will have little opportunity for reading cases on that
day, but they will gain in security knowing that they have
cases of their own. The home visiting necessary will allow
them very early to use knowledge gained during their first
placement, or in their previous experience*
Types of cases chosen for the students at the beginning
are those in which it is hoped the students will see movement
very early; those from which they will add to their body of
knowledge about mental illness; those cases which offer the
gamut of social and environmental problems that will stir the
imaginations of the students, stimulating their thinking and
reading, and require them to utilize community resources*
The goal to be reached for each patient is quite different
and constantly changes when he is first hospitalized, then
during the course of his hospitalization and then while out on
trial visit, and requires continual re-evaluating* For some
patients to become useful hospital citizens is the most that
can be expected; for others to be able to leave the hospital
for a few hours with relatives and friends every few weeks is
an achievement and utilizes all the emotional strength that
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they can muster; for others to be able to stay out of the hos-
pital for two or three months at a time is reaching their goal;
for still others to be able to remain out of the hospital in a
simple environment where the demands of society's pressure
cannot be felt is attaining the optimum adjustment for them;
for many it is possible to achieve a place in society as a use-
ful member of the community by working or attending school to
learn a skill or trade, by taking some part in social and reli-
gious life, by developing hobbies, by becoming interested in
the development of self either on the job or in their personal
life, or both, by entering marital life and by having a family,
etc*, etc*
The students will note that so often (but really not often
enough) the patients are able to achieve a place for themselves
far higher than had been anticipated. One student told of the
following patient, diagnosed dementia praecox, paranoid type,
whose father died before he was bom and whose mother was hos-
pitalized in a mental hospital for the past eight years* He
was twenty-nine, anxious to leave the hospital to find work*
There were no relatives who were willing to assume responsi-
bility for him. He was a college graduate with a major in
geology. When he was drafted he was on the point of taking off
on a geological expedition. In fifteen months after entering
service he was transferred to Bedford, as he suffered a com-
plete breakdown six months before* When the student became
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ractive in this case, the patient was residing in the service
where he received the minimum amount of supervision and en-
joyed all the available privileges. While hospitalized, he
took and passed Extension Courses in Drafting. In working
with him, the student was well aware of the patient’s homo-
sexuality, accepted him as a person, and saw her own role in
relation to him clearly. It was decided to allow the patient
the chance to find employment on his own (during the war years)
as no relative would assume responsibility for him. Surpris-
ingly enough, he found a job as "Draftsman’s Helper" in a large
industrial plant in the city where his mother was hospitalized.
The student assisted him in finding a comfortable room in the
community and helped him work out a budget. He had his pros-
pective employer, a World War II disabled veteran, telephone
the student to verify all he said about the job and his ability
to handle it« This patient has been discharged from trial
visit of one year, is still working with the same company, has
been taking dancing lessons, and is studying further in geology.
His mother’s death did not upset him much and he made all ar-
rangements for her funeral, and kept the newspaper clipping
telling of the funeral to show to the student. It is over two
years since he has been out of the hospital. His adjustment
was far better than was expected. The student learned that
thinking too far ahead is not practical - that planning one
step at a time is essential, that using what is practical of
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the patient’s own planning is vital. For this particular pa-
tient, he first had to show improvement in the hospital before
a trial visit could be considered. When no relatives were
willing to assume responsibility for him, the program was
flexible enough to give him a chance. His dependency on the
student and the hospital were apparent - both stood "in loco
parentis 1*. Assisting him to become independent was skill-
fully worked out through his professional relationship with the
student by the strengthening of his ego.
Students learn slowly and painfully that mental patients
move slowly, that understanding patience is so essential, that
even relatives move slowly in their emotional capacity to un-
derstand the patient in relation to his illness. The mother of
a dementia praecox, catatonic patient could not accept her
son’s illness and had no use for the hospital. One day, how-
ever, she revealed to a student in a somewhat casual, astounded
way that the patient had told her (the mother) that he wished
they would awaken him as they did in the hospital. This re-
mark convinced the parents, when the student used it, that the
hospital was the place for an ill person, and helped them face
the reality that in a relapse it might be necessary to return
the patient to the hospital. They were helped to see that
progress was slow.
There is one unique difference between mental patients in
a State hospital and those in a Veterans hospital. This is
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due to the monetary benefits the veterans and their families
are allowed by law. The meaning money has for each and every-
one of us is important. The particular significance attached
to it in this Veterans Administration Hospital setting must be
clearly understood. The interplay of money and dependency and
psychosis must be recognized, then can the patients and their
relatives be helped.
With the first eight or ten students it was interesting to
see them come for conference rather reluctantly to discuss
their problems, their patient who was hostile, without insight,
and apparently unable to use social service; and to hear of
the relatives’ complaints about the hospital, what was done for
their son and what was not done, what the war did, and what the
Government owed them. Then after a few visits, the student
would say rather casually in discussing the same patient that
the picture changed. The relatives greeted the student warmly
and the patient seemed less hostile as he proudly but sheep-
ishly displayed a new suit. The pension check had come through
and their first check covered back payments so that it was a
considerable amount. Invariably during such a conference the
students ask ’’Since money is so important and the reality must
be understood, then why cannot the Government do something
about speeding up the process?”. In this particular case there
was an actual need for money. In other cases the money is
placed in the bank and not used. ’’Why are the relatives so
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afraid that the money will not be forthcoming?". It has been
interesting to see how the students have worked this though for
themselves in a case by case basis. It was during 1945-1946
that criticism about the lateness of checks was so evident.
Even though the students realized that the Veterans Adminis-
tration was a large organization - the largest of its kind in
the entire world - its full significance reached them when
they saw the medical records accompanying the patients who were
transferred to Bedford from all the theatres of war, many of
them written in longhand, some on scraps of paper, but all in-
tact. Then could they fully appreciate why it took so long to
adjudicate one case, especially where guardianship was in-
volved, as it was with so many of the patients at Bedford. They
saw that big as the organization is its record system worked.
One student felt that the relatives were hostile about the
lateness of pension checks because they could not understand
the language of some of the Veterans Adminis tration letters -
a situation being corrected at this time. Another student, a
veteran himself, said when he encountered a problem similar to
the one mentioned above, he related the waiting period to the
long waiting all of the G*I*s had to put in, causing both the
patient and the student to relax and laugh about it. Here
the patient saw that the student "felt with" him, and here too,
the student gained an awareness of himself as a professional
person
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Working with hostility and resistance, recognizing it, un-
derstanding it and developing a tolerance for it, are so very
essential in working with the patients who are mentally ill*
One student came to her placement saying she had never en-
countered hostility or resistance. Her clients liked her, so
had no reason to be hostile or resistive. No discussion or
reading could have done for this student what one of her pa-
tients taught her* The patient was granted a trial visit
though he was still a very sick lad, and was just emerging
from a catatonic state* The student would find this patient
reclining on a couch in the dining room facing the wall with
his back to the student who tried to get conversation started,
but, to no avail. The student was frustrated. She was led
to further reading of catatonics and the meaning of their be-
havior. On the third visit, the student sat quietly but this
was definitely trained listening. Soon the patient turned
around, looked at the student who was quietly accepting him,
then turned on the radio. A ball game was on. The student
was ever grateful to her brothers for having taught her enough
to talk well on the subject* The patient talked, asked ques-
tions, and soon became "comfortable” with the student who
could not get back to her supervisor fast enough to share this
wonderful experience* More than that, she had gained a fuller
appreciation of this particular patient and an awareness of
how to use her knowledge and herself and the meaning of hosti-
lity.
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At least ninety-two per cent of the patients at Bedford
are committed by the Courts of Massachusetts to the hospital,
and the other eight per cent are voluntary commitments. The
Federal hospital then represents authority not only for the pa-
tients but for their relatives too, besides giving protection
to the patient* Even some of the voluntary patients come to
the hospital at the suggestion of their relatives or friends,
who have prevailed upon them to seek hospitalization volunta-
rily. Understanding its full significance gives the students
the freedom to help the patients and their relatives drain off
their hostility and resistance.
Mental patients are so like children responding to those
whose love and acceptance they have been able to feel, but
withdrawing even further into their own world when they do not
feel accepted. One student put it this way "mental patients
respond to attention, love, warmth, praise, as all of us do,
only more so". They respond within the limits of their capa-
city to express themselves and within our limits of capacity
to understand what they bring to us. A student brought this
back after visiting one of her patients who was a catatonic.
On three previous visits he would sit in a chair, with his
back to the worker, would lool* at her slyly every once in a
while. He wore a pretty necktie which the student had noticed
and told the patient about at the early part of the visit.
This day she wore a new hat - a red one with a feather. In
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the midst of this non-productive interview, the patient turned
and faced the worker saying, "I like it", pointing to her hat.
She smiled and though he turned his back to her it was done net
so abruptly. In describing this, she said it was like a child
who is testing out the new visitor to the house and suddenly
finds her friendly*
Early in their placement the students are helped to see
how important it is to note and watch for changes of facial
expressions, inflection in voice, movement of hands, to be
aware of what the patient or the relative is saying and the
meaning behind all of it. Helen Witmer has said:-
To sense what a person is trying to say, to create
a situation in which he can say it, and to keep one’s
feelings and opinions from interfering with another
person’s expressions of emotions and attitudes, re-
quires a great skill and disciplined sensitivity, and
a flexible use of one's relationship with a patient or
a relative.il
The achievement of this definitely puts the student in the pro-
fessional group. A father who spoke little English, kept tell-
ing the student that his boy was "nuts", that "he was not big
and strong like his brothers”. It was quite evident that he
told this directly to the patient for the student heard the
father give forth in his native tongue, the patient almost
cringing. He squirmed and looked as though he might cry. The
11 Ruth Gartland, ’’The Psychiatric Social Worker in a
Mental Hospital Setting", Mental Hygiene, April 1947, p. 290.
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student sensed what was happening and appreciated the father’s
unhappiness, but he felt that the father really wanted to help
the lad but did not know how. The student talked with him
alone - it was pantomime rather than conversation in which the
student explained that an open sore when constantly in contact
with an object would not heal. His boy was ill, constantly
bringing that up and belittling the lad was keeping the sore
from healing. The father looked and listened. He became
thoughtful, then he suddenly became aware of what he was doing
to the patient. He thanked the student profusely, held his
hand, and showed him how grateful he was for the understanding
he had gained.
Another situation stands out quite prominently. A student
was working with a patient diagnosed dementia praecox, paranoid
type, a World War II veteran, whose parents had been hospitali-
zed in mental hospitals at various times, with the father
being out on trial visit from a State Hospital when the patient
was granted his trial visit. The mother related well to the
student, but the father ’’seemed to have murder in his eyes”.
The student could not ’’get near him”. The father said ”He
has never been ill and should not have been hospitalized”. One
morning when the student visited, there was no one home but the
father who ’’glared" at the student, giving her this informa-
tion, but allowing her in the house. The student picked up
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this cue intuitively, then later thought through what had
happened. They sat in the parlor, the father still '’glaring”
at the student who later described it by saying ”he was afraid"
and "he seemed hurt". Those were the days of butter rationing
and the student who kept house said she was having difficulty
getting butter because there was none left when she was able
to shop. She wondered how they were able to manage. •• The
father said as soon as they heard there was butter in the shops
they sent their six children to different stores and they usu-
ally came back with butter. Student said well - it looked
as though that was the only solution for her - to get six chil-
dren. With that they laughed. The father got up and went to
the kitchen, brought back a quarter of a pound of butter
(which looked like a fortune to the student) and held it out
to the student who accepted it simply and graciously* After
this the father, sick as he was, was able to gain strength
from the student, who worked closely with the Stqte Hospital
Social Worker, and was able to become helpful in his son’s
adjus tment.
During the first part of the patient* s trial visit help
is most essential. However, visits after the first three to
six months can be tapered off because of limits of staff and
because of the patient's own security. During the war years,
it was especially necessary to ’’stand by" the patients and act
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as a bulwark against the hostility they had for the Army - the
hospital, the family, the community. Draining off this hate,
building on whatever of the ego is intact and strengthening
that, was necessary in so many instances*
A student wrote, ”A patient said to me in essence on ter-
mination of contact, *You have helped me more than anyone be-
cause you gave me encouragement and guidance, when I needed
them most, but you did not handicap me by doing for me what
I had to do myself 1 •” To know when to pull out, when to be
passive, and when to be active is something students experi-
ence in their placements*
With mental patients, it is necessary for students to learn
that activity on their part is necessary at times because there
just is not enough ego strength to be mobilized vi thin the pa-
tient* Understanding the balance in leading the patient, then
pushing him gently while the student stands by, then letting
go while the patient acts out ”the hurts” is so very impor-
tant. One of the students worked with a twenty-eight-year old,
single patient without strong family ties, having been rejected
by his parents, his mother deserting when he was eleven* He
was bitter toward women and never mentioned his mother either
at the hospital or while he was on a trial visit. However, he
was after some time able to relate to the woman student whom
he liked and respected. With her he discussed his sister, a
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nurse, for whom he had ambivalent feelings* On his last inter-
view with the student he informed her that he "met his mother
on the street and had taken a room in her rooming house to
help her out". He told this shyly but with a little warmth*
The student wrote "this could not have happened earlier as
patient was not ready to accept his mother until some of his
own angry resentment toward women and the world in general had
been "worked out"* He is by no means well, but he is able to
mobilite his strength because of the help given him by the
student who said at one point "We must know how to listen
patiently to the outpourings of the patient and wait while
the seeds of discussion take root, and to take decisive action
to help the patient to do so only when he is ready"*
Students are given between twelve and fifteen cases to
follow on trial visit. Later comes the planning for a few pa-
tients who are ready to leave the hospital* As soon as they
seem ready, (and this again is dependent upon the equipment
the students bring with them), they attend admission con-
ferences where newly admitted patients are presented for a pre-
liminary diagnosis and medical and social planning* The stu-
dent is assigned one of the cases at staff and interviews the
patient afterwards, giving him an orientation to this new set-
ting, helping him accept his new environment and enlisting his
participation in the social study that the student is to make.
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That patient is the student's from then on and is followed by
the student for as long as the patient is hospitalized during
the student's placement. Often this student is able to help
in the planning for patient's return to the community. She
works closely with the relatives and the community as well as
with the patient. Following the patient from service to ser-
vice as he improves or gets worse is a difficult learning ex-
perience, but a most fruitful one. The student has the chance
to help in the patient's preparation for electric-shock treat-
ment, sodium amytal interviews, working closely with his psy-
chiatrists while therapies are administered, constantly in-
terpreting changes to the relatives. One student had a great
deal of feeling about electric shock treatments, yet was able
to discuss its results objectively with relatives because she
said "I saw patients before and after treatment and it helped
them'* •
When social problems arise on long hospitalized patients
a few of such problems are referred to each student during the
placement, thus giving them a chance to become familiar with
other buildings and services, allowing them to use the re-
sources in the Veterans Administration and in the community.
Recently a patient received a letter from his son, a World
War II veteran, who got into some trouble out west and was in
jail. He needed money to pay lawyers, etc. The student in
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indexing the case found the young lad was known to one of the
community agencies who were quite willing to follow through
and help the lad as he was their responsibility • The father
then knew the lad was being cared for and very much relieved,
and the student had the satisfaction of being the helpful per-
son in a very tangible way*
“Timing” in working in this placement is so very impor-
tant. To see a patiwnt on trial visit when he needs the con-
tact; to be able to talk with an upset relative, when a pa-
tient is being admitted to the hospital; to be able to talk
with the patient as soon after admission as possible and help
him accept the new environment; to see a long hospitalized
patient immediately when he receives an upsetting letter from
home; to make recorded material available to the psychiatrists
when they need it, to make decisions when the question of
change from voluntary to regular commitment comes up, when the
question of discharge of a voluntary patient arises, when ter-
mination of discharge from trial visit is being considered;
when serious illness or death occurs in the patient's family
and immediate planning must be done; to help develop a sensi-
tivity to the meaning of "timing" becomes a necessity in this
setting*
Working then with mentally ill patients is not so very
different from working with any people who need help* But,
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on the other hand, mental patients cannot, except in a few in-
stances, ask for help until perhaps a relationship has been
established with someone in whom the patient has confidence*
With mental patients the very nature of their illness makes it
necessary to make help available in spite of the patient’s de-
sire, the purpose being to help the patient become free enough
to seek help on his own when he needs it* Understanding and
accepting hostility and resistance on the part of the patients
and their relatives is one of the early lessons to be learned
by the student. Moving at a slow pace with the patient, not
ahead of him, becomes a '’must” . Being sensitive to their
every word and expression and the meaning behind it is impor-
tant. Knowing when to let go and when to hold on, using
authority, and understanding what it means to the patient and
to his family, accepting the reality of the monetary benefits
for him and his family and understanding how they are using
money in the patient's illness, and helping them focus on the
need to help the patient get better are all part of the stu-
dent's equipment in working wL th the mentally ill#
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE MEDICAL STAFF
In our setting the student is taught to work in a team
relationship with the psychiatrist in charge of a patient
whether the patient is in the hospital or out on trial visit.
This sharing and working together is truly American and was ex-
pressed quite vividly by a social worker from Denmark who
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visited the hospital recently when she said, "Here (United
States) everything is together - teamwork, not"*
How much sharing is done in dependent in part upon what
the student feels about this process and how she can be helped
to use the process more easily. More important is the stu-
dent’s need to understand the area in which the social worker
is to work and the area in which the psychiatrist works and
how they both work together with the patient. Ruth Gartland
puts it this way:-
To be clear about the role of the psychiatric social
worker in the hospital, one must be clear about the dis-
tinction between the help that the psychiatrist gives
with inner tensions and intra-psychic conflicts and the
help the social worker gives with social problems re-
lated to illness. Although the patient may discuss the
same problems with both, both can be more helpful if they
see the difference in their purpose and their focus. The
social worker’s task - no matter how much knowedge of
psychiatry she has - is not that of bringing about total
personality change (although in a modified way this may
be a product of her help), but rather that of helping
individuals with the reality difficulties they encounter
in social situations. For the psychiatrist to confine
his attention to social measures may lead to a disregard
of the dynamic factors in a patient’s illness, while for
the social worker to attempt to deal with intra-psychic
conflicts per se may divert her from her true function -
that of helping patients and their relatives to work out
a way of dealing with the social problems associated with
the illness. 12
What does it mean to a student to work with a doctor, with
a psychiatrist, with an older man or woman, with a younger man
12 Gartland, op. cit. p. 294
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entering the field of psychiatry? This must be clarified in
each working relationship. Not every psychiatrist in a mental
hospital setting, or any setting, is accepting of the social
worker, nor does every psychiatrist know how to use social
service. At the beginning of the placement, the student is
helped to see that his role will require interpretation to
those of the staff who are not accepting - that this too is
a continual process and the acceptance and non-acceptance of
social service has many causes, each different for each indi-
vidual concerned. Accepting the reality and working with it,
as the student gains security in his role is what is being
practiced in this setting.
The writer believes it is most unrealistic to have stu-
dents in psychiatric social work assume that all doctors -
that all psychiatrists are accepting of them. Even social
workers are not always accepting of psychiatric social workers
and not everyone is accepting of social work. Yet, as time
goes on, people are becoming more aware of the place of social
work and its usefulness in the helping situation and are cal-
ling upon social workers to help them. This was well expressed,
in the following:
Due to the times people are thinking about themselves
more and more. They are realizing that the way this
crisis period affects them must be measured in terms of
their inner conflicts as well as their outer needs.
There is little security to be found in the devices so
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far brought forth to harness the forces of doom and
they are seeing that the greatest source of strength
lies within themselves. In a unique way therefore
people are ripe for help if we are able to give it.
The experiences they will encounter with those few members
of the staff who are not accepting of social service will be
quite painful but will prepare them well for the job ahead.
The student’s early feelings about a doctor will be re-
activated by his experiences in this placement. Allowing the
student to ventilate some of his feelings, helping him to use
positively the need to adapt himself to another person are all
part of the educational process here, which when achieved
brings to the patient a rich and full opportunity that gives
him the chance to act out the father-mother-child relation-
ships. This ability to share can be developed as the student
becomes more and more integrated in the whole hospital setting
and is not confined to the medical staff alone but to all
others who participate in the hospital program. Sharing with
the Vocational Counselor the patient’s needs, desires, and the
degree of his improvement, has given many a patient the chance
to fit into the very kind of work he needed to act out in a
socially accepted way "the release of aggression, gratification
13 Marguerite Meyer, "Social Casework", the Conference
Bulletin, published by the National Conference of Social Work
Vol. 50, April 1947, No. 3, p.10.
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for his self-esteem, satiation of guilt feelings”. 14
Sharing with the Medical Rehabilitation Officer the pa-
tient's interests and desires and working closely with him,
aids in the patient’s adjustment and brings about a shorter
period of hospitalization. Sharing with the Finance Officer
when emergency situations arise and an immediate release of
patient’s funds is necessary makes possible therapeutic plan-
ning.
Out of this experience it is hoped that the student will
achieve that feeling of humility that comes when he can say,
"All of us helped that patient return to his family”.
CHAPTER SUMMARY
In this chapter was discussed the varied background of
the sixteen students considered in this study, through the
presentation of Tables. A picture of the hospital setting,
patients as we 11 as employees, were described, showing how the
student is oriented to this placement.
"Use Of Psychiatric Information” takes on particular sig-
nificance because of the individuality of each student. Allow-
ing them through careful selection of material to add to their
knowledge in this area and to broaden their base of understand-
ing of themselves, stimulated by the very nature of the place-
ment, is consciously planned for.
14 Felix Deutsch, "Job Phobia”, Journal of Social Work,
April 1947, Vol * XXI7III, No. 4, p. 137.
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“Work with Mentally 111 Patients” brings into play the use
of many basic concepts - establishment of a relationship,
acceptance, identification, dependency, meaning of illness,
resistance, hostility, meaning of money in this unique set-up,
and timing - which the students have the opportunity to study
in relation to their caseload of patients on trial visit, in
the hospital, on admission, social studies. The goal for
each patient is different and changing. Progress of the pa-
tient on trial visit is a slow process to which the student,
the patient and the relatives must adjust, for it is to this
slow pace that help is geared. Achieving that delicate bal-
ance of sensitivity to know just when a patient or his rela-
tive must be led or pushed or "allowed to be”, is a continuous
learning process.
Understanding how to work in teamwork relationship with tine
psychiatrists and with the other resources of this hospital,
feeling secure in the area in which he knows the social worker
operates and the one wherein the psychiatrist does, accept-
ing the reality that all psychiatrists and all people do not
know how to use social service, nor are sympathetic towards
the practice of social work, yet responding to the need to in-
terpret the function, are all brought out when the student
starts working in this placement and he is helped to clarify
his own "feelings” about doctors and psychiatrists so that he
can adapt to working with another person.
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CHAPTER VI
THE PROCESS OP SUPERVISION
Supervision can be defined as an educational process
in which a person with a certain equipment of knowledge
and skill takes responsibility for training a person with
less equipment, 15
The writer was responsible for the supervisioh of the
first nine students of the sixteen students about whom this
study is concerned; the other seven were supervised by case
workers who had had supervisory experiences and those who in
their development showed a readiness to assume supervisory
responsibility. These case workers were under the direct
supervision of case supervisors of long and sound experience
in the practice of supervision.
How is this educational process - supervision - achieved?
Conferences between students and supapvisors are the accepted
method of this learning process, but staff meetings, informal
meetings, in-service training programs and observations are
additional methods utilized. Available tools are the rules
and regulations governing the Veterans Administration and
those especially concerned with social service; organizational
charts showing the line of authority of the hospital setting
with relation to social service, to Branch and to Central
Office; job descriptions, monthly reports, statistical records,
15 Robinson, 0£. clt . , p,53*
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and case records*
Besides all this there must be a realization that super-
vision is a two-way process, that there is a spirit in the pro-
cess that allows for a “give and take” relationship.
ACTIVITY OF THE SUPERVISOR
Profiles in the New Yorker on Captain Daniel Snyder ex-
presses so very vividly many of the fundamental principles of
supervision; the following is quoted in part from it:
In supervising a new Pilot this is what his instructor
did for him -
He knew I was scared and he took it awful easy on that
first flight. He took it smooth and casual as a hay ride
and that's the hardest way to fly - smooth and casual*
He worked me into it gradually like weaning a baby or
something*
Finally one day, he said, “take her up on your own“*
When I got back I knew I wasn't a kid anymore, or at least
I had started to stop being one*
Captain Snyder goes on to discuss his own teaching and
says that you have to use your head all the time; learn
to know the Pilot, be firm with them and sometimes even
severe - but on the whole sympathetic. Until they realize
that flying is serious he will call them kids. Talk to
them in a good-natured, paternal way, combining common
sense with a little humor* You gotta be careful in this
business of flying* "If you make them feel too easy they're
lousy and it you make them feel too scared, they ' re lousy"
.
• • • And when the pilot reached the throttle before
Danny, Danny couldn't believe it; it was marvelous - but
I sure felt old. 16
The supervisor must learn to know her students. From the
tables on pages 18, 19, and 20, it can be seen that the stu-
dents come from varying backgrounds which make for differences
in a supervisory situation. Those students with previous
16 John Kirkpatrick, "Profiles, Young Captain Chips",
New Yorker, F-R Publishing Corp.,New York, May 8, 1943, pp 23-
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social work experience offer a great challenge to the super-
visor, Why the student left the agency where she had security
to return to graduate school is important for the supervisor
to know. Was it a running away or a keen desire to grow pro-
fesidnally? One student of this background experience wrote -
I came to this field work placement without conscious
professional ambition but with a rather vague need to
prepare myself for the future in the field where standards
are rising and screening becoming essential.
Another student wrote-
I left a job to begin training and the motive for
the change was the hope that there would be gains through
a so-called professional education. There had been ef-
forts to make a change in job placement and the obvious
cry on the part of those interested was "We could consider
you because of your experience (nine years of social work
learned on the job) but if you at least had a professional
degree*" .17
Certainly we can see how the sacrifice made by social workers
makes it imperative that the experience be worth their while
and that the students have a very definite part in the plan-
ning of the particular areas in which they feel they need
help. One student brought out the need for understanding hos-
tility as she "became panicky when faced with it". She knew
that this was related closely to personal conflicts which she
recognized. Through the assignment of cases in which working
with hostility was most important, and through process record-
ing of several of her interviews, this student was able to
17 SOURCE: Student’s Evaluation
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work through this particular problem with the supervisor
standing by sympathetically and yet firmly. Another student
found it difficult to "give up" her cases and required con-
scious recognition of the problem. After talking it through
in supervisory conference, she went ahead and prepared her pa-
tients for termination of contact and in some instances^ re-
ferral, but she no longer had a problem.
With the older, mature student, the supervisor must evalu-
ate where she is in her own professional development and as-
sist her to utilize all the equipment she possesses, the body
of knowledge she has acquired through the years in practice;
and should give her the freedom to use this quickly to strengt>
en her ego. If the supervisor is sensitive to the needs of
the mature student who can take responsibility for her learn-
ing, then can the supervisor say, as did the Captain to the
Pilot, "take her up on your own", for this student will know
how to use her supervisor.
Six of the students entered the placement having been
trained in other fields, namely, teaching, secretarial work,
and acting. Here, too, it is important for the supervisor to
know why they came into social work. What did this new field
offer that their old field lacked? What prompted the change?
The supervisor must relate as much of their past learning ex-
perience to the new one and use what is positive of the old in
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the new setting, recognizing that they may be set in their at-
titudes which may have to be changed. They must be taught as
fast as they can go. One such student had a terrific need to
learn everything in "double-quick time" and to do "everything
perfect" • She read everything that was ever mentioned either
by her supervisor or by the medical staff. She had to be
helped in seeing that it does take time to assimilate and she
was taking in so much so fast she could not possibly make the
material her own and use it constructively. Another student
had the need to be accepted. He worked so hard getting the
patient and his relatives to accept him that he could not see
what was happening to them* He fought vigorously the super-
visor’s help and could not accept it. This was his blidd spot*
At least he was made aware of it. However, it is doubtful
whether or not he will be able to use this knowledge because
of the life pattern he has already formed*
It is a sensitive supervisor who knows how to pull from
each of this group what is essential so that each may gain a
feeling of security and move on at his own rate of learning.
With the third group of students, those recently graduated
from college and having no previous professional experience,
of whom there are five, there are certain common characteris-
tics which their supervisors have noted. They are eager,
alert, keen, and impatient. The women may be interested in
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finding a husband. Two of the group were financially depend-
ent upon their parents for their schooling, two were attend-
ing graduate school under benefits of the G.I* Bill, one was
under scholarship from the school and received supplementary
assistance from her family. Their reasons for turning to
social work as a profession are important for their supervisor
to understand* How they use the theory they acquired at
school, how they are using the agency material and the agency
setting, what the self-analytical process is doing to them,
their supervisor must note, so that symptoms of fear and in-
security can be recognized and dealt with by going "easy" at
first as did Danny Snyder* Here too the supervisor can meet
the student where he is, use what is helpful In his life ex-
perience, and help him use the knowledge he has, assisting
him in the search for more. The supervisor must understand
how the student is working through his unresolved parental re-
lationships. Being sensitive to what is happening in the
total life experience of the students, and being able to be
firm and direct, may give the students the necessary disci-
pline needed to stimulate growth. All this is to be accom-
plished with warmth and understanding and a "feeling with"
the students*
It must be noted that several in this group had sweet-
hearts or relatives in service or recently discharged from
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service* One student said she was learning a great deal about
what the returning veterans were experiencing in making their
adjustment to civilian status, so she would now know just how
"to act" when her sweetheart came back. Yi/hen another student
was given some reading material by a patient on trial visit,
she wanted to bring him books from her own library* Under-
standing her motives and helping her become a professional per-
son "was hard for her to take", said her supervisor, but "She
learne d"
•
Because male students are new to this setting, and since
all in this group are World War II veterans, differences in
their supervisor problems will be discussed here* In this
group, there is an eagerness to learn, a spirit to learn very
quickly* They have lost time. All the good jobs are being
taken. All seem to try to recapture the years "lost in the
service". Their application to this new learning process did
not seem to be conditioned by their war experiences, except
in the need to speed up the entire process. At first they
over-identified with the patients or with the relatives just as
new people in the field do, but they overcame this tendency
each at his own pace, some more easily than others. It seemed
that their old established pattern of learning was followed
through here. Those who were eager to become good social
workers applied themselves diligently, giving the placement
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their complete interest and utilizing all of their knowledge,
experience and self. There was one student who could not
take on many new learning experiences because he was so much
involved with his personal conflicts which were of long stand-
ing. Another student wanted only to obtain his degree. He
was a disabled veteran. With his background experience in
another field he could demand any Civil Service job according
to his story. His learning reflected this attitude. The
first male student was the first man in the Social Service
Department. Realizing that there might be some negative re-
actions to the arrival of a male student, interpretation was
given Management, the Medical Staff and the non-medical de-
partments, as well as to the patient population. When he ap-
peared, he was told that there might be a negative reaction
from some sources. He realized his responsibility, accepted
the reality, and very soon all with whom he worked gained a
sincere respect for him in his work. His supervisor used his
own war experiences to help him mobilize all of his strength,
so that he could become free enough to move on, and he did.
When the men were accepted, they were accepted not because
they were or were not men, but rather as social workers. With
but one exception, all of them openly showed resistance to
supervision (all supervisors were women but one, and his stu-
dent displayed the same reaction). Is it possible to speculate
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about this? Was it difficult for the men ”to take” from a
woman after having been in a man’s world for so long? Were
they showing their ambivalence about social work's being a
woman's profession? Were they afraid of their own feelings
of tenderness, of their desire to want to help others, which
had been aroused by the horrors of the war? Did they think
they were becoming ’’soft” because they were entering the pro-
fession? Or, were they resisting supervision just as they
would any kind of authority, in their own readjustment to
civilian life? Perhaps, with additional students from this
group, some conclusions may at another time be shown* It is
interesting to note that every veteran expressed the desire
to go into the administrative area of social work, and was ac-
cepting of case work only because it was a means to an end*
The patients and their relatives seemed to derive pleasure
and strength from the identification with the male students*
For the supervisors it was a stimulating and challenging ex-
perience*
With all the students, there was much resistance shown to
the recording necessary in this setting* Because the material
obtained is used not only by the social service staff, the
medical staff, but by non-medical personnel, it must be so
written that its meaning is readily understood. If a student
in a discharge summary or a trial visit case should say that
the patient had achieved a very good adjustment even though
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his recording showed that the patient was not employed but was
just beginning to take an interest in his personal appearance
and in his social setting, then the recording would not be ac-
curate. The patient was making a very good adjustment for a
person who had been as ill as he, but it could not be stated
that he was making a very good adjustment '’period 11
,
with no
further explanation. However, an explanation of his daily
activities would clarify this and give a more accurate picture.
The need for specific factual data in social studies, names
and addresses of close relatives, cannot always be accepted by
the students. This is one area in which all of the supervisors
met with the same reaction. As the students become more se-
cure they do become more accepting of the recording needed.
From the discussion on Supervision it can be discerned
that no matter what the background, the supervisor starts
where the student is, just as the case worker starts with the
patient where he is. Then as time goes on, the student is
helped to use his knowledge, his understanding, his skills, arri
self through the relationship with his supervisor, which rela-
tionship must be "lived through and endured" according to one
student. Frightening as this must be, the student soon re-
alizes that this relationship is the "prop" needed to gain
security and allow him to go ahead. So long as the relation-
ships between the student and supervisor is recognized as a
professional one, and not a personal one, only then will
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learning be possible. The new supervisor easily falls into
the pitfall of using the conference period to gossip or dis-
cuss personal matters and requires help in maintaining a
professional relationship, because of her own apparent in-
security and need to be accepted. Because this '’professional*'
relationship is unique and perplexing to some students and
supervisors, it will require further clarification. Virginia
Robinson says:
The experienced supervisor has accepted this (profes-
sional relationship) and acts upon it so consistently
that the student who has never worked before and has no
experience in professional relationships, senses certain
things that are expected of him here and gradually adapts
his behavior to this limit • • • "It was she (the super-
visor) who set the tone of our relationship, being
friendly and yet putting our relationship on a definite
learning basis." .18
It is the experienced supervisor, secure and happy in her
role of teacher who sets the tone not only for the conference
period but for relationships outside the conference, and soon
the student takes his cue and gains security himself from
this unusual experience* It is the manner of the super-
visor, no doubt, which lends dignity to the relationship and
sets it pace both within and outside the conference period*
The student recognizes that the conference period is for
learning and the supervisor has "something to give"* Away
from the conference, the relationship can
18 Robinson, o£. cit .
, pp. 61-62.
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be easy, warm and friendly with socializing at meal times, at
meetings and lectures, but always the student will realize
that his supervisor is his teacher* This delicate balance of
professional attitude and friendliness, when achieved, and it
can be done, makes for a full, rich placement experience both
for students and supervisors.
Conference hours will be discussed with the student at the
beginning of the placement, allowing for student participa-
tion in the setting of the time. Usually there is a two-hour
conference weekly, or two one-hour conferences held weekly
with frequent conferences during the first few weeks* The
supervisor is always available in emergency situations. Where
there is a tendency to be late for conference, or to forget
the conference, the supervisor analyzes its meaning and tries
to help the student work through his resistances. Accepting
the limits of time is meaningful to students as well as to
supervisors
.
The supervisor has a knowledge of the caseload of the stu-
dent and assists him in carrying out agency policy, teaching
him its regulations and limits through the use of case materi-
al. Criticism of a student’s work must be given clearly and
frankly. The students say they can always tell when their
supervisor is going to "call them on the carpet", for they go
through a warming up process first.
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The ability to give criticism in a way that is helpful
and not overwhelming depends also on recognition and ac-
ceptance of it as partial, not total. Just as it does not
carry for the supervisor a total expression of her power
so it is not directed to a wrong which is total, but to a
very partial mistake • If both supervisor and student can
in this attitude keep the criticism partial, it remains
objectified in the work and does not penetrate into the
student himself. This can be done when the criticism is
directed to an attitude of the student not just to the
routine processes, but that is much more difficult. It Is
only possible when the student has already achieved a cer-
tain security in his work and knows that the kind of wor-
ker he is, is accepted on the whole by the supervisor. 19
A mature, bright student seemed to have difficulty in
working with a passive - dependent World War II lad whose
mother was overbearing and domineering. In her recording it
was noted that though frequent visits were made to the home,
appointment letters having been sent, there was never anybody
«K
home. Her feeling about this lad was quite evident in her
written material. In conference she evaded any discussion
about this case until the supervisor faced her squarely with
it. Painful as it was, she burst forth with all of her pent-
up feeling about such dependent individuals. Because she
wanted to be a good social worker she began to see the need to
be objective and to be aware of her own feelings and reactions
about the patients and their relatives.
The supervisor is a teacher who gives of her knowledge
and experiences to draw from her students that which will help
19 Gartland, op . cit
., p. 102
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them develop into mature, healthy and happy professional work-
ers •
ACTIVITY OP THE STUDENT
Here again are noted variations in students’ activity in
the supervisory conferences, some assuming more responsibility
than others, depending upon their own security. Prom the be-
ginning, the student is given an understanding of the limits
of the conference period in terms of the purpose of the con-
ference. It is a period of time in which student through a
discussion of the problems in his cases with his supervisor
has the stimulating opportunity of learning to use himself
and his body of knowledge in the helping situation. Some stu-
dents enter the second field placement with many fears. ’’After
this comes a job. Will I be able to handle It? In my first
placement I was protected, the supervisor telling me what to
do and when”. Here come into play the ambivalent feelings
about becoming independent. One student said to her supervisor
ttMy last year’s supervisor told me what to do next in each of
my cases" and wanted her present supervisor to continue this.
It was this supervisor's sensitive appreciation of the meaning
"growing up" had for this student who was young in life ex-
perience, that helped the student mature and move on to become
an independent person.
Six weeks before completion of her placement, a very
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superior student showed a definite ’’slumping 1 ’ in her work. Be-
cause time was passing quickly, during the conference in the
third week of this period, the supervisor helped this student
face the situation. The student said naively, ”1 did not thirk
you noticed” • She was free in discussing her ambivalence a-
bout leaving the agency, facing the prospect of a professional
position, over-identification with supervisor, etc. The n air
was cleared” in this conference and the student moved right on.
The question of criticism of performance is a subject that
has much to do with the activity of a student in conference.
It is felt that facing the student with the reality is the best
way of handling criticism and is most effective. One student
who seemed to show promise as a social worker did not move on
as quickly as had been expected. He wanted to be told how
to apply his theory to practice; he was afraid to use his own
ability to think through in working with the patients. Prom
his supervisor he wanted all the ”correct answers”. More than
anything else, she wanted to do this, but very wisely checked
her own activity, to allow for his development. He felt se-
cure with her. She faced him with the situation, but his life
experience had not prepared him for this ”painful learning”.
He was not giving enough of himself to the learning. She of-
fered to help him work this through, but he had to assume more
responsibility • He was given the freedom to leave the agency
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or remain* He had to do something* He chose to remain. At
the following conference he greeted his supervisor with this,
ttYou did not expect me to return, did you?" • She said,
HDidn*t I?”* He then went on and said, "I guess you did” and
smiled appreciatively. He said, "I want to be a good social
worker”. His application and activity from then on showed
that he meant it, for he did develop into a more out-going,
warm, sensitive social worker.
When the supervisor can help the student assume responsi-
bility for his part of the learning, then does this entire ex
perience become stimulating and enriching to the student.
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CHAPTER VII
THE EVALUATION
When they accept the placement all of the students know
that at least twice during this period, and in some instances,
three times, a written evaluation is required by their own
school of social work* The supervisor who has first hand know-
ledge of the student assumes responsibility for the evaluation
in relation to the student, to the agency and to the school*
One of the primary uses of the evaluation is to
determine for the school, the agency and the student
whether this particular individual’s development is in
line with that expected of a student of his experience*
Upon the material presented by the supervisor as repre-
senting field work practice and upon grades submitted by
class instructors, the school determines whether this
student seems qualified to become a responsible member
of the profession. In addition, the evaluating process
itself enables the student to gain perspective on his
own progress so that he not only knows how his present
work meets the criteria for the specific period, but he
also learns the weaker areas upon which he needs to con-
centrate more energy* For the supervisor this overall
review and discussion of the student’s work gives a
rounded picture of his growth and performance which she
can gain by no other method. 20
Both the student and the supervisor are a bit apprehensive
about the procedure, but for different reasons. When the
supervisor can accept the reality that the evaluation implies
a judgment based on certain criteria, that it does carry a
finality about it, and, yet, that it is a meaningful and profit-
able experience, then does she relax. When the student feels
20 Rosemary Reynolds, "The Evaluating Process ".Evalua-
ting the Field Work of Students * Family Service Assn, of
America, New York, 1946. p. 47
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secure in the use to which the evaluation is put then does the
student’s fear of it relax*
The standards developed in this mental hospital setting
for measuring the progress of the student are:-
1* Ability to adapt to the agency setting and work
within its limitations*
2. Ability to develop meaningful relationships with
his patients and relatives, social workers, col-
leagues, and the staff*
3* Ability to understand and use self in the helping
situation as a professional person*
4* Ability to use skills and techniques of psychiatric
social work*
5* Ability to accept responsibility for his work*
For every student the degree of accomplishment is different
based on the background, life experience, knowledge, and use
of personality of each one. However, for every student there
must be some degree of achievement in each of the criteria set
forth, and evidence of potentiality for further growth. The
three schools of social work concerned within this study apply
the criteria given, in some form or other, in their individual
evaluation outlines*
Perhaps after all is said, that student has ’’passed”
and can enter into the ’’kingdom of professional social
work” who ” seems to work in a relatively healthy and
mature manner".^
21 Bertha Reynolds, ’’Evaluation”, Learning and Teach-
ing in Social Work, Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., New York, 1942,
p. 280 *
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PARTICIPATION OF THE STUDENT
Evaluation is a continuous process, introduced at the be-
ginning of the placement and going on to the completion of the
assignment. This process, apparently, takes on more formality
and meaning in the eyes of the student and the supervisor,
during the conferences in which the written evaluations are
prepared and discussed, because of the finality of the written
word. The students have the opportunity to "take stock" of
themselves in relation to their performance in specific case
situations. This too is a continuing process in the hospital
setting, wherein the student is helped to see the need for
going back over his recording to re-examine, to re-evaluate,
and to re- define his goals. Now, very consciously does the
student do this with relation to the standards set up, listing
for himself the gains made, and the areas in which more prac-
tice and skill are necessary, as his part of the preparation
for the evaluation.
Timing is important in this process, when discussion of
the written evaluation is to take place, as date lines set
up by the schools must be kept. Just as the student under-
stands that he will have examinations in his school work at
the end of the semester, so does he appreciate the fact that
the agency is required to send in a written evaluation at
designated times. Accepting the reality of working within the
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limits of the date line is important for both the student and
supervisor, yet, the program must be sufficiently flexible to
allow for changes to meet the particular needs of the indivi-
dual students. With one student, discussion was postponed for
two weeks, when the supervisor noted that the student was just
beginning "to see the light*1 and believed that "letting him
move right along", with her "standing by" was most important
for his own development at that time. The close working rela-
tionships with the faculty supervisors of all the schools con-
cerned in this study, make possible such procedure*
What is the responsibility of the supervisor to the stu-
dent, to the agency, and to the school, when a student shows
an obvious need for psychiatric help? It is within the con-
ference, and stimulated by the discussion of case material
that the need for help becomes so apparent. This situation
is quite different from the one in which the student requests
specific help with personal problems of the supervisor. It
is the thinking of the writer that the supervisor, in her
relation to the student, is a teacher and not a therapist*
However, within the limits of this relationship, the supervisor
with the cooperation of the faculty supervisor, can assist
the student in recognizing the need for help with emotional
problems and in finding such help, but neither of the super-
visors should attempt any treatment. The student has a right
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to discuss or not to discuss "her problems” with either of
the supervisors. It should be the decision of the psychiatrist
that must be followed regarding continuance on the placement
or withdrawal from school. One student in this setting was
helped by her supervisor, who had already discussed the sub-
ject with the school, to seek psychiatric treatment. In her
final evaluation, the student wrote
:
I
There are certain aspects and characteristics of my
own personality that need exploring and analyzing beyond
my capacity to do. Often my own rigid control has hin-
dered a more beneficial rapport with my supervisor and I
am aware of this and of the need of securing help in such
areas .^2
Regarding help with personal problems brought up by the
students, it is the feeling of the writer that the motive of
the request must be understood by the supervisor. So often
such a request is aroused by the case material. Through the
assignment of pertinent cases with collateral reading, the
student may be lead to the understanding he wants. Allowing
the student complete freedom in talking out his fears and
feelings will help him see what he must do. Ignoring these
I
requests of the students will bring the supervisors the same
results encountered by the students who "ignore” the personal
questions of their clients. "Getting in on the student’s
22 SOURCE: Student’s Evaluation.
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wave length” when such questions are asked, will steer the
supervisor into following the proper techniques.
In the final process the student will want direction in
seeking job opportunities which will suit his particular in-
terests, personality and equipment. Helping him pull together
all of his thinking so that he can see more clearly in what
direction his interests are moving, is dependent upon the
security, skill and sensitivity of the supervisor in this
process. Use of letters of recommendation will be discussed.
The final written evaluation will be the result of joint
thinking and planning in which the student can see how he has
progressed and wherein he will need further help.
A copy of this written evaluation is given the student for
his own use, before it is sent to the school. Even when a
student is not “happy” about his, it has positive meaning, for,
he can take it out and reread it, show his feelings, re-evalu-
ate it, and then perhaps do something about it, as “it gives
him a sense of direction in relation to his strengths and
weaknesses”
4
Of the sixteen students who participated, one resigned
from the agency and from school within one week after entering
the placement; the first two students returned to the agency
where they were employed before entering graduate school, but
23 Martha Perry, Values & Limitations of the Evaluation
Process: As seen by the Worker” Proceedings of the Nat’l.Conf.
of Social Work, Univ. Press, N. Y., 1940, p. 643.
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were given positions requiring more supervisory and adminis-
trative responsibility; one student found employment in a
State mental hospital; four are employed in Veterans Adminis-
tration Hospitals; one has gone into the correctional field;
one to the Federal Bureau of Investigation; three into private
family service agencies; and three of the recent graduates
will not decide upon their choice of agency until the Fall*
The following quotations from the final evaluations of
the placement, written by the students, are self-explanatory:
The six months’ experience is difficult to sum up be-
cause it might be considered from so many different ways.
It has not been an experience that can be set down in so
many words, in a compact orderly form on paper because it
has been much more. There has been a living, one might
say living in a world or community where there is eager
work, realistic problems, responsibility for every day,
frith meaning beyond one’s self. The experience might be
considered under tangible and intangible factors. There
are those things that can be pointed out - reading, staff
conferences, tours ( and even those have an intangible
aspect) but there are those things that are not easily
defined which show up in terms of personality development
and a philosophy of life*
Another student writes:
In this final evaluation of my placement I can only say
that it has brought out both my strengths and my weakness-
es, has involved pleasant experiences and growing pains,
that the positive value, I have received exceeds and ren-
ders unimportant my initial discomfort. It has contri-
buted greatly to my development as a social worker, and to
my understanding of myself.
Another states:
At first I could not always see the goals of the inter-
view, nor any movement in my cases. Soon, however, as I
became more sensitive to my work, I began to see just
where I was going in my interview, and each case and each
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interview began to take on new significance. This was
doubly true when I stopped to reread a case record and
think carefully about the dynamics of the case* One bene-
ficial habit I have cultivated is that of going back and
rereading cases from time to time* It always amazes me
how many new things I will see in each case each time it
is reread, and how much more meaning the case material
has after each reading*
One student wrote:
When student arrived at Bedford, she found herself
challenged by a number of new learning situations: work
with mentally sick, administrative regulations of a
Governmental set-up, and the environmental factors of in-
stitutional life. During the first few months, her emo-
tional reaction to disturbed people colored all other fac-
tors related to the new work* She had a continual desire
to escape, to shut off the fears and doubts which were
brought to her mind by the contact with mental patients*
The hopeless condition of some of the chronic cases and
the poor prognoses of others tended to give her a somewhat
morbid picture*
The desire to free herself from her new-found conflicts
became more focussed when small restrictions in line with
Government work were called to her attention* The detail-
ed accounts, the strict hours and numerous signatures
signified a further blocking to her freedom. Student
showed some rebellion, not openly, but in small ways which
supervisor noted in careless errors made on simple-reports
Because student did not know how to deal with the intan-
gibles - those mental symptoms shown by patients in their
apathy, their depression and their despondency - she
directed her aggression against the tangibles* She did
not like living In the Nurses Home and she did not like
paper work • • • Gradually, she was able to release her
anxiety and in relative proportion gain a better under-
standing of the patients and a feeling of security in her
own position and the role she has to play.
For each student there was some progress noted in the body
of knowledge acquired, in the use to which he could put it, in
his ability to form meaningful relationships, in his awareness
of self, and in his acceptance of agency function and
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limitations# Invariably when a student was about to leave the
placement, he would say, “There is so much more I must learn
I
to understand - this is just the beginning - the seeds planted
here are taking root - yes, I have been upset, but it is o.k.
now'* •
PARTICIPATION OF THE SUPERVISOR
The supervisor has a need to see the work of the student
as a whole, and then a case by case basis, always being aware
of her own feelings, attitudes and desires about the progress
of the student with relation to the criteria set up. The
supervisor must be sensitive to the fears and apprehensions of
the student regarding the entire process, and must come well
prepared to the conferences devoted to the evaluations • By
enlisting the full participation of the student, and conscious-
ly limiting her own activity, a clear, vivid evaluation show-
ing specific case work situations, can be developed describing
fairly and objectively the strengths and weaknesses of the
I
student# The freedom the student has to disagree and to criti-
cize the opinions of his supervisor is dependent upon the se-
curity of the supervisor and the maturity of the student#
The process is useful in the supervisor’s own growth in
that it “helps her clarify and define her own supervisory
techniques and skills as they are related to the development
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of the worker”.*^ Just as the student re-evaluates his work,
case by case, so must the supervisor re-evaluate her own job
for her own professional development. Her participation in
this process is a vital force in the development of others.
24 Frances Schmidt, "Values and Limitations of the
Evaluating Process: As seen by the Supervisor” Proceedings of
the National Conference of Social Work, Univ. Press, New York,
1940, p. 637.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS
This study of the Student Training Program at the Veterans
Administration Hospital, Bedford, Massachusetts was undertaken
to modify, expand, and adjust the program, so that rich and
varied learning experiences could be made available to help
the students develop to their maximum their individual capac-
ities and abilities. This thesis does not presume to set up a
perfect program for student training, nor to discuss in detail
every aspect of the outline of procedure. Rather, is its
purpose to examine the overall program carefully, so that a
dynamic student training course can be achieved, which will
utilize and adapt the thinking from the various schools of
social work.
In the development of the thesis, which included the
training of sixteen students from Boston University, Boston
College, and Simmons Schools of Social Work, consideration was
given to the present Veterans Administration social service
plan and the one in operation at Bedford, giving recognition
to the several influencing forces which led to the inaugura-
tion of the Student Training Program and to its present day
status in the Veterans Administration.
How the program was evolved and adjusted to meet the needs
of the individual student, and to meet the demands of the
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changing agency focus, was demonstrated#
How rich and varied learning experiences are made available
by the uniqueness of the setting itself, which by its very
nature, arouses curiosity and stimulates "painful" growth is
readily seen. Work with mental patients makes use of basic
concepts of psychiatry and case work which must be thoroughly
understood and accepted, before they can be put into practice.
How the development of a capacity to work with another pro-
fessional person is a vital force in professional growth, is
shown.
The medium through which students are aided in their
development is the supervisory conference, with the supervisor
as the teaching person. How this process is used to stimulate
the learning and growth of the student, and the effect of this
process on the professional development of the supervisor, is
demonstrated in the discussion of student material. The posi-
tive meaning of the evaluation for the student and the super-
visor, giving further evidence of the opportunity for growth
for each participating, is discussed* The entre of male
veteran students into this setting was presented, showing the
differences in their supervisory problems.
The theme of the study attempted to show the slowly devel-
oping growth process of the student, enriched by case material
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which provoked thought, analysis and study - changing from a
dependent person to becoming an independent person, through
the disciplined guidance of the skillful supervisor.
Every student who comes to Bedford gains an understanding
of the purpose and function of the entire Veterans Adminis-
tration set up, so that no matter where each finds employment,
he will have the knowledge and experience of how to use the
resources of this great agency to give his clients, veterans
and their families, a complete service.
The training program paved the way for the inauguration
of an overall agency policy for the training of students, in
order to train a sufficient number of medical and psychiatric
social workers to give proper and adequate help to the many
millions who will have need for this kind of service.
From this teaching program, there developed on the part
of all in the Veterans Administration Hospital at Bedford an
eagerness to learn and to help others to learn. That is the
dynamic force leading to greater understanding. May it bring
"Peace of Mind" to all.
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APPENDIX A - CIRCULAR NO. 235
wEXTENSION OF FACILITIES FOR THE TRAINING OF SOCIAL WORKERS”
1* a. In view of the current shortage of professionally
trained social workers, it is urgent that the VA cooperate
fully with the recognized schools of social work by provi-
ding necessary opportunities and facilities for the train-
ing of students for the field of social work, to the end
that the current and future needs of the VA for adequately
trained professional social workers will be met, and ad-
equate social service to veterans assured.
b. Deputy Administrators are authorized to extend the num-
ber of student social worker positions available in their
respective areas for students in training under the cur-
rent program of appointment on a "without compensation”
basis, plus subsistence and quarters, when available, and
for student social workers to be placed in VA field sta-
tions for training under programs to be announced in the
future
•
c. This circular establishes uniformity in the standards
acceptable for student training; methods of assisting
stations in becoming acceptable to recognized schools of
social work for the training of student social workers;
and the division of responsibility in training programs
carried out jointly by the schools of social work and the
VA.
2. It is the responsibility of the Chief, Social Service Divi-
sion, Branch Office to:
a. Survey all VA stations accessible to recognized schools
of social work, as possible student training centers.
b. Evaluate the qualifications of staff members for stu-
dent supervision.
c. Determine whether the introduction of such a program
of training will aid in the maintenance of standards of
service to veterans and will provide the standards accept-
able for the professional training of student social
worke rs
•
d. Assist all VA stations, accessible to recognized
schools of social work (i.e., members of the American
Association of Schools of social work), to assume responsi-
bility for the training of student social workers.
3. In the survey of VA field stations for the field work
placement of student social workers, the Chief, or
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Assistant Chief, Social Service Division, must bear in
mind the usual requirements of recognized schools of social
work. These are:
a. That the medical and related social service program
have been in operation for a period of time sufficient to
have developed clarity as to the services which may be ex-
tended to veterans and thus provide a student social work-
er with experience in giving a clearly defined service to
veterans #
b. That the medical staff recognize their share of the
responsibility for social workers and be ready to assist
in the program as developed within the VA,
c. That the Chief Social Worker of the station have
the necessary time and skill to provide the necessary
supervision of student supervisors, arrange for student
meetings and conferences related to their orientation to
VA social work, and to facilitate the participation of
students in related staff development programs in exist-
ence in the VA.
d. That there be adeqiate provision for the supervision
of students. This would require:
(1) That the supervisor assigned to train the
students be a graduate of a recognized school
of social work, and, preferably, hold a master's
degree in Social Service.
(2) That the supervisor have demonstrated his
skill as a case worker and sense of responsi-
bility and ability for teaching and supervising.
(3) That the supervisor's duties permit a defi-
nite period of time each week for reading of
student case material and for conferences with
the student in relation to his work with the
cases assigned to him.
(4) That the case supervisor have sufficient
time to attend classes or conferences at
the school of social work in relation to
student training in general, and to discuss
the particular problems of the individual stu-
dents assigned, to the extent that is required
by the school of all its field work supervisors.
Chief Social Workers and experienced VA case
workers, as well as supervisors, may be recom-
mended to schools of social work for the super-
vision of students, provided they meet the above-
requirements and other duties permit.
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e. That students carry a caseload and that there be
sufficient stenographic assistance to permit adequate re-
cording by the students*
The Chief, or Assistant Chief, Social Service Division,
will also bear in mind the effect of student social work
training on service available to the patients* This will
require knowledge of:
a* The usual social and personal problems presented
by the patients at the station and the degree to which
these can be met adequately by supervised student social
workers in their first or second year of training. It is
conceivable that a station may not be suited for the train-
ing of first year student social workers because of the
kind of problems with which the station must deal. How-
ever, this same station may be suited to the training of
second year students. Such decisions must, of course, be
made in cooperation with the schools of social work*
However, the schools of social work will depend upon the
Chief Social Service Division, Branch Office, for the
evaluation of the usual requests of veterans and others
at this station for social service and the meaning of
these in relation to student training*
b* The over-all social service program of the station
to assure sufficient variety of experience for the student
social worker to meet requirements of professional train-
ing.
c* The readiness of the social service department to
take on student training and the feasibility of its doing
so. This will necessitate an estimate as to the number of
student social workers that can be taken on to advantage*
For this estimate, it will be necessary to review the num-
ber of social workers who can supervise and assist in the
training of students, and whether there will be sufficient
staff available to cover the social service program, and
such responsibilities as may arise during a student’s ab-
sence* In general, the schools of social work favor a
ratio of one student to two social workers on the staff*
However, the ratio is also dependent upon the stability of
the social service staff, the length of time the program
has been in operation, and the ability and willingness of
the station to engage in the student training program* The
number of students accepted by a station will be jointly
decided between the Chief, Social Service Division, Branch
Office, and the Chief Social Worker of the station, sub-
ject to the approval of the Manager of that station*
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5. a. The Chief, Social Service Division, branch office, to-
gether with the school of social work, will be responsi-
ble for the over-all acceptability of a station and super-
visors for student training* He will work with the school
or schools of social work until the station has been ac-
cepted in every detail as satisfactory for student place-
ment* Thereafter, his responsibility will be to assist
the station in the maintenance of professional standards
for training and for consultation in regard to the over-all
student training program of the station. Changes in the
supervisors (or case workers) assigned to student training
must meet with his approval.
b* The station, together with the school of social work,
will be responsible for the content and quantity of the
field work training experience of an individual student,
c. The Chief Social Worker of the station will be re-
sponsible for the details of placement of individual stu-
dents and will facilitate the student supervisor’s main-
taining the usual cooperative relationship with the school
of social work necessary to the integration of field and
class work, ^'his will involve the latter’s keeping the
school informed as to the student’s progress in field
work; being acquainted with his program and progress at
the school; and assisting the school in working out the
details of a student’s classroom program when field work
indicates his need for special training.
6* The recognized schools of social work (i.e., members of
the American Association of Schools of Social Work) from
which the students may be appointed on the ”without com-
pensation 1’ basis, plus subsistence, and quarters, when
available, are, etc., etc. 2^
Approved,
Richard K. Conant, Dean
24 Veterans Administration Washington, D. C., Circular
No. 235, Section VII, Extension of Facilities for the Train-
ing of Student Social Workers, Sept. 26, 1946, pp. 5-7.
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